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Abstract. Building story-based interactive systems are important for entertain-
ment and education. In the storytelling system, a user can change the discourse 
of the story by talking with the character. The problem is that the scene goals in 
the realistic situations are complex and often multiple goals make effects to de-
cide the current action. When a user asks something to the character, the char-
acter needs to arbitrate multiple goals based on the priorities, the current action 
plan, and the contents of the conversation. In this paper, we propose the method 
for controlling multiple temporal goals of the story character. The character 
controls its reaction to the user interactions by using temporal key action 
(TKA). TKA is a temporal sub-goal setting with time constraint and a priority 
value. When the TKA is newly added, the action sequences are interpolated us-
ing an action network. We created a story-based animation example in which 
the user can be a detective in the virtual London city.  

1   Introduction 

Controlling interactions of multiple characters are important for story-based interac-
tive animation and computer games. Fig. 1 shows the example of typical story-based 
interactive animation. In the story environment, characters typically have multiple 
goals defined by the story settings. When a user interacts with the character, charac-
ter’s new goals are generated and spontaneous action sequences begin. For example, 
when the user asks the character to do something, the character needs to decide if the 
character can accept the request by considering its current goals and time constraints 
described in the story in advance. The character might reject the user’s request due to 
the time limitations, or its mental status such as emotion and interpersonal relation-
ships. When the character accepts user’s request, the planned action sequences should 
be recalculated based on the user’s requested temporal goals. 

To construct such a complex story environment, interactive characters should 
have the following functions: 

Generating time and location constraint action plan: When user and the char-
acter decides to meet at the specific location, the characters needs to plan action se-
quences by referencing time stamps. For example, when the user asks a character to 
“meet with person A at B street on C o’clock”, the character should proper action 
sequences to satisfy that time and location conditions. By sharing the time and loca-
tion specifications between multiple characters, synchronized action can be generated.  



Arbitrating multiple temporal goals: A character has multiple temporal goals in 
story environment with different priorities. For example, when a user request an in-
formation about the accidents to a resident in a town, the resident might be busy due 
to his works. The user needs to change the priority by talking with the character. 

In this paper, we propose the story-based interaction synthesis technique based on 
conversational control of temporal key actions. We control character’s actions by 
using a key action technique. The key action specifies the important action and timing 
that characterize the discourse of the story. Key actions are interpolated using an 
action network.  

The character controls its reaction to the user interactions by using temporal key 
action (TKA). TKA is a temporal sub-goal specification with time constraint and a 
priority value. When the TKA is newly added, the action sequences are interpolated 
using an action network. By integrating TKA and template-based language synthesis 
technique, the character can explain the current and future action plan. The user can 
dynamically change the priority of TKA through the conversation with the character.  
We created a story-based animation example in which the user can be a detective in 
the virtual London city.   

 

   
Fig. 1. Snapshots from multiple character animation using key interaction control method. A 
user can change the discourse of the story by making a conversation with characters. 

2   Previous Works 

Behavior control of virtual humans has been one of the important topics in computer 
graphics. [Noser et al. 1995, 1996] presented a navigation model for animation char-
acters using synthetic visions, whilst [Bandi and Thalmann 1998] discretized a syn-
thetic environment into a 3D uniform grid to search paths for autonomous characters. 
IMPROV uses script language to control the actor’s interactive motion[Perlin and 
Goldberg 1996]. [Faloutsos et al 2001] proposed a composer able controller for 
physically-based character animation.  Goal directed action control using behavior 
network was proposed by [Maes 1989]. The proper behavior modules are selected by 
propagating activation from the goal behavior. [Swartout2001, Martinet2003] pro-
posed story-based  virtual reality systems using interactive characters.  

[Funge 1999] proposed the cognitive modeling technique for virtual characters. 
Characters can control its actions by using goal specifications and planning technique. 



[Mori 2004] has proposed the early concept of key action control method. The previ-
ous method provides static goal setting, and temporal goal arbitrations are not consid-
ered.  In this paper, we focus on the problem of time constrained multiple goal arbi-
trations in the complex story situations.  

Human motion synthesis techniques have also been extensively investigated. 
[Rose et al. 1998] introduced the framework of “verbs and adverbs” to interpolate 
example motions with a combination of radial basis functions. [Kovar et al. 2002] 
introduced a motion graph to represent transitions between poses of the captured 
motion data. A node of this graph represents a pose, and two nodes are connected by 
a directed edge if they can be followed from one to the other. [Lee et al. 2002] repre-
sented motion data with a graph structure, and provided a user interface for interac-
tive applications. [Pullen and Bregler 2002] developed a method for enhancing 
roughly-keyframed animation with captured motion data. [Li et al. 2002] developed a 
two-level statistical model by combining low-level linear dynamic systems with a 
high-level Markov process. Generating gestures from natural languages was devel-
oped by [Cassell 1994, 2000]. 

In the narrative theory field, [Propp1958] proposed that classic folktales can be 
constructed by series of typical character actions. Propp named the character’s typical 
action prototype functions. A function is an abstracted character action such as “The 
hero leaves home” and “The villain harms a member of the community”.  [Sgouros 
1999] proposed a dynamic generation technique of interactive plots. The framework 
supports an Aristotelian plot conception, in which conflict between antagonistic 
forces develops out of an initial situation. Our multiple key action technique is useful 
for filling the gap between animation and the logic-based plot control technique be-
cause continuous animations can be produced from abstract story descriptions with 
motion-level consistency. 

3   Key Action Technique 

3.1   Overview of the key action method 

Story can be considered as a collection of character’s composite actions with a proper 
order and timing.  Character’s composite acting is modeled by a sequence of small 
actions. When the user interacts with the character, the character’s actions locally 
changes, but we would like to maintain global consistency of actions.  

To generate improvisational action with global consistency, we introduce key ac-
tions that corresponds to the important action in the story. Fig. 3 shows the Story’s 
structure is described using series of key actions like Propp’s functions [Propp1958]. 
Actor’s action has degree of freedom between key actions. For example, if there is a 
key action describing “actorA find object B in room C”, there are a lot of variations 
how actorA finds object B. Another actor or user may happen to talk to the actorA 
while it is searching in the room.  



Key action interpolation is a function that generates action sequences between key 
actions. There are many possible interpolated actions. Proper action sequences are 
selected by referencing current situations and internal actor’s status such as emotion 
parameters. 

 
Fig. 2.  Storyboard interface for key action setting. 
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Fig. 3.  Interpolating key action using spatial action network 

3.2   Story descriptions using key action network 

Fig. 2 is the example of storyboard interface to visually describe key ac-
tions[MORI04].  A key action k is defined by  
k: Actor[Actor ID] Do [Action ID] at [Previous Key Action ID, Relative time]  

Actor ID is actor identifier, Action ID is action module identifier to output actor mo-
tion(Details are described in 4.1.), Previous Key Action ID is identifier of the key 
action that become standard in providing execution time of this key action k. Relative 
Time is the specification of relative interval of time from Previous key Action to this 
key action k. 

There are two categories of key actions. Static key actions define the story actions 
described by creators in advance. Temporal key actions are determined by the actor’s 
internal module. Key actions are more like human actor’s script in movie scenes be-
cause characters need to add various actions between key actions. 



4   Key Action Interpolation using Spatial Action Network 

4.1   Action modules and action network 

Key actions are interpolated with sequence of actions using action network.  Action 
modules are abstract functions representing what and where the actions take place. 
Action modules consist of pre-condition, post-condition, temporal key action control-
ler, and motion controller.  

Temporal action controller(TKAC) controls the reaction of the character by tem-
porarily control sub-goal settings. TKA has priority value in addition to the KA defi-
nition in Sec. 3.2. The priority value of the TKA is calculated in TKAC.   

Action modules are connected by spatial action networks that represent possible 
connections of actions. An action network consists of a directed graph connecting 
action modules. Arcs represent direction of the module connections. 

An action network is automatically generated from a collection of action modules. 
Continuity of the action is evaluated and the possible action modules are linked to-
gether.  First the possible action modules are selected by the scene descriptions. For 
example, there is a suitable class of actions in breakfast scenes. Then, we evaluate the 
two types of continuity: 1) spatial continuity, and 2) pose continuity. Spatial continu-
ity means that not all actions are executable in all the positions. Spatial continuity is 
evaluated by referencing a precondition of the action modules. Pose continuity means 
that the end of one action module and beginning of the other action module is con-
nectable.  

Action modules are abstracted by a controller, and we separate the actual imple-
mentation of the motion synthesis technique. In the experiments in this paper, we use 
a simple motion transition graph to connect roughly the continuous motion segments.  

Action network is represented as Nα
M =(G=(M, A), lengthM) where node m∈M is 

action module, graph G consists of  directed arc a∈A, and lengthM(a) corresponds to 
execution time Ttail . Execution time of an action sequence can be represented by the 
total length of a partcial graph. 

lengthp(P) = ΣlengthM(a) (1) 

4.2   Multiple path finding over action networks 

Actors can improvise behaviors to satisfy key actions by searching optimal path in the 
action network. Fig. 4 shows the concept of key action interpolation. To interpolate 
key action, possible action sequences are evaluated based on time constraints. Key 
action interpolation can be done by extending Dijkstra method [Dijkstra1958].   

In original Dijkstra method, only minimum cost path is selected. Therefore we 
apply Dijkstra method twice in forward and backward. We reverse directed graph 
when we apply Dijkstra method in backward. By adding cost of each nodes obtained 



by backward and forward search, we can obtain the minimum path of three nodes 
{begin node, relay node, end node}.  

Let us mi is an action module specified by a key action ki . When we thinks an ac-
tion sequences to satisfy two key actions ki and ki+1 , the time constraint condition can 
be represented by 

lengthk(ki，ki+1)= lengthp(Pi) +∆T     (-Te <T<Te) (2) 

where∆T  is an margin time, and Te is maximum time tolerance. Action sequences 
are calculated using the above time constraint conditions.   

Using the time constraint conditions, the proper action sequence Pi = (mi, mk, mk+1, 
…, mi+1) is generated using the following steps:  

Apply Dijkstra method from ki to ki+1, and then from ki+1 to ki. In the Dijkstra 
method, the minimum distances from the beginning node are stored in each node in 
the action network. Let Cj

forward , Cj
back  be the minimum distance at node j. 

Let action sequence Pi be the minimum path that satisfy the begin and end key ac-
tions, and relay key actions. The total length is lengthM(Pj) = Cj

forward+Cj
back

lengthk(ki，ki+1) ≤  lengthp(Pj) +∆T     (∆T>0 ) (3) 
Consider the action modules that are executable repeatedly. The original Dijkstra 

method does not count such nodes. When N repeating nodes are included in candidate 
path Pj,  
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where K is  
Kr+n=lengthk(ki, ki+1)-lengthp(Pi) / lengthM(mr+n) (5) 

The minimum distance is selected as  
|lengthk(ki，ki+1)- lengthp(Pi) -∆T)| → min (6) 

4.3   Sharing key actions for cooperative actions 

We need to synchronize the multiple characters’ actions in most of the story.  For 
example, when Actor_A meets Actor_B at location C on time D, two actors need to 
move to the location C and improvise actions until time D. The characters might 
spend time by shopping, having a coffee, or talking with friends. In this case, we use 
key action association.  When two characters (actorA and actorB) meet and talk, the 
actorA and actorB have key actions of the same location and the same time. 
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Fig. 5.  Example of temporal key actions. Action modules can create temporal key 
actions to dynamically change the course of the actions, whilst maintaining the global 
story structure. 

4.4   Controlling Temporal Key Actions 

Key actions are used to control the character’s action by the consequence of the 
user’s interactions. The character is capable of controlling the temporal key actions. 
For example, when the user asks the character to do something, and the character has 
enough time, it will changes its temporal goal to answer. Temporal key action rules 
can be described as follows:  

      If (condition) then insert or delete Temporal key action #n 



Fig. 5 shows the example of temporal key action control. Action modules can cre-
ate temporal key actions to dynamically change course of actions, yet the global story 
structure is still maintained. 

When new temporal key action  tkj is added to an action sequences Pi = (mi, mk, 
mk+1, …, mi+1)  between key actions ki，ki+1, new action sequences Pi = (mi, mk, mk+1, 
…, mk+m, …, mi+1)  is generated. Let the action sequence between mi  and mk+m be 
Pexecuted , the application condition of tkj  is as follows: 

Lengthp(Pt)≤  lengthp(P)-lengthp(Pexecuted) (7) 

When a new TKA satisfied the above conditions, the TKA is inserted in the action 
sequence, and the new action sequence is dynamically generated. 

5   Conversational Control of Multiple Temporal Key Actions 

Characters typically have multiple scene goals described in the story. These pre-
defined multiple goals contain daily sequences and story events. When a user talks 
with the character, the character needs to arbitrate the priority of multiple goals based 
on the current action plans and the contents of the conversation.  The character con-
trols its reaction to the user interactions by using temporal key action (TKA). TKA is 
a temporal sub-goal setting with time constraint and a priority value. By integrating 
TKA and template-based language synthesis technique, the character can explain the 
current and future action plan. 

5.1   Arbitrating multiple TKA using priority values 

When there are many possible TKAs at the current situation, the character can not 
adopt all TKAs within limited time. Therefore the character needs to select proper 
TKA to generate a proper action sequence.  

TKA has a priority value as described in Sec. 4.1. We examine the possibility of 
adding a new TKA by dynamically calculate a temporal action sequences. If the tem-
poral action sequences are executable, the character add a new TKA in the current 
action sequences. Let us the current action sequences be calculated from two KA and 
one TKA : {KAa,  TKAa, KAb}.  When new TKAb is generated, the character tempo-
rarily generate an action sequences  {KAa,  TKAa, TKAb, KAb}. If the new action 
sequence is executable,  the current action sequence is replaced to the new one. 

Arbitrating process of multiple TKAs can be done by the following steps:  
1) Sorting TKAs by using priority values within the planning scope Tplaning. Select 
candidates by thresholding sorted TKA with threshold value C. 
2) Calculate a temporal action sequence by applying the TKA with the highest prior-
ity. 
3) Check the time constraint of the new temporal action sequence. If the action se-
quence is executable, remove the TKA from the candidate list.  Then, go to 2) and 
apply new TKA with the second priority value.  



4) Apply 3), 4) to the all candidates TKAs in the list.  
In step 2), the generation of a temporal action sequence can be done as follows.  

Let mexecut  be the action module that are currently executing. Let the sorted and 
thresholded temporal key actions are tka=(tk(1), tk(2), …, tk(n)). First, we calculate the 
action sequence from mexecut  to a closest story key action KA with tk (1) . If it is possi-
ble to calculate a temporal action sequence considering time constraint, tk (1) is 
adopted. When the priority values of TKAs are changed by the situation change or 
user’s utterance, the sorted order of TKAs are changed. Then the new action se-
quences are re-computed. 

5.2   Conversational Control of TKA 

The user can dynamically change the priorities of TKAs by the conversation with the 
character. We created a story-based animation example in which a user can be a de-
tective in the virtual London city.  5.2.1 describes an interactive action planning tech-
nique using an utterance from the user. 5.2.2 describes a template-based conversation 
synthesis technique using an action plan. 

5.2.1   Changing the priority of TKA by user’s utterance 
User’s utterance gives an influence to the priority of TKA. When a user talks to a 
character, TKA controllers analyze the utterance by using a standard lexical analyzer. 
Priority control rules in TKA controller decide the influence value on effect value. 
When the priority value changes, the action sequence is updated using the arbitration 
method in Sec. 4.3. 

5.2.2   Generating character’s conversational response 
Characters respond to user’s requests by generating conversation. When a character 
received a user’s utterance, the character matches the input text and condition of the 
conversation templates. Conversation template consists of user’s utterance, a history 
of executed action sequence, story key action, TKA, and non-executed TKA. For 
example, in the detective RPG game, when the user asks “Could you let me know 
about A?”, and the character’s priority is low, the character may select an answer 
“Could you come back later because I’m busy doing X”. 

6   Examples 

We applied the proposed method to a multi-user RPG game. In this game, the user 
plays the role of Sherlock Holmes in a virtual London city. User can control the lo-
comotion of the character using a keyboard or a game controller pad. The system 
displays the candidate utterances to the user. In this example, 6 characters are con-
trolled. 



6.1   Key action-based behavior generation 

We show the example of key action control of a café stuff and a male character. Table 
1 and 2 show story key actions in the café scene. We would like to have a scene that 
the café staff and the make character bumps each other before the café. The charac-
ters should improvise actions between the specified actions based on their roles.   

To create such a scene, we specify the key actions of going out an office  (k0
(Male)), 

stagger before the cafe (k1
(Male)),  standing at the crossings (k2

(Male)) for a male actor. 
For staff’s key actions, standing before a counter (k0

(staff)), picks up a garbage (k1
(staff)). 

By specifying “stagger before the cafe (k1
(Male))” and “picks up a garbage (k1

(staff))” at 
the same time stamps, we can generate the action sequences that satisfy the time con-
straint.  

We show snapshots of the produced animation in Fig. 6. The animation sequence 
with action networks is in the video. Red nodes in the action network are key actions, 
green nodes are TKA, and orange lines show the action sequences that satisfy key 
action settings. 

6.2   Changing character’s priority via conversation 

The user controls Holmes, and asks information about the incident from the café staff. 
First, the café staff answers “I’m busy” because of TKAs created by the customer 
characters inside the cafe. However, after Holmes explains about the importance of 
the hearing, the priority of café staff’s TKA changes. The action sequences are re-
computed, and action modules to answers the questions are selected. The result of the 
generated animation sequences are in the video. 

Table 1.  Key action example of a make actor 

Actor(Male) Do(collide:32) at(k0
(Male), 780)k1

(Male)

Actor(Male) Do(stand:3) at(k1
(Male), 1500)k2

(Male)

Actor(Male ) Do(open_door:18) at(none, 0)k0
(Male)

ScriptKey action

Actor(Male) Do(collide:32) at(k0
(Male), 780)k1

(Male)

Actor(Male) Do(stand:3) at(k1
(Male), 1500)k2

(Male)

Actor(Male ) Do(open_door:18) at(none, 0)k0
(Male)

ScriptKey action

 

Table 2.  Key action example of a café stuff 

Actor(Staff) Do(pick_up:31) at(k0
(Staff) , 750)k1

(Staff)

Actor(Staff ) Do(counter:1) at(none, 0)k0
(Staff)

ScriptKey action 

Actor(Staff) Do(pick_up:31) at(k0
(Staff) , 750)k1

(Staff)

Actor(Staff ) Do(counter:1) at(none, 0)k0
(Staff)

ScriptKey action 

 
 



 

Fig. 6. Correspondence of key actions and snapshots of the generated animation sequence. 

7   Conclusion 

In this paper, we propose the story-based interaction synthesis technique based on 
conversational control of temporal key actions. Behaviors of the characters are con-
trolled by changing the priorities of the characters. Discourse of the story is changed 
by accumulating such changes.  

The limitations of the current technique may be the conversation synthesis tech-
nique is still limited. Integration with the more sophisticated conversation modules 
will be useful. In future, we extend our approach to the more complex story situations 
and interactions with many characters. 
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